
Tom Meronek with the state Department of Natural Resources shows fourth-graders an aquatic critter from the river Friday as part of the
Friends of the Little Plover River's fifth annual Little Plover River Appreciation Day at the Little Plover River. Below: AI Kunst demonstrates
fly-tying techniques to students at the event. (PHOTOS BY DOUG WOJCIKlSTEVENS POINT JOURNAL)

pened in 2007 and 2008 if the
flow hadn't been changed by
pumping groundwater into the
stream to save the trout.

But the water being pumped
comes from the very groundwa
ter that supports the river. It's
supposed to have a flow averag
ing 10 cubic feet per second, but
it has less than 2.

The Friends of the Little
Plover River provide educa
tional programs to protect the
resource.
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Roosevelt I.D.E.A. School
fourth-grader Kailee Fletcher
learned a valuable lesson
Friday at Little Plover River
Park.

"You have to try to conserve
(water)," she said, adding that
of the 75 percent of water that
the Earth is made up of, only a
small percentage is fresh and
drinkable.

"I thought we would have
more freshwater and a lot more
water to drink," she said.

Fletcher was one of almost 150
fourth-graders from Roosevelt
and PloverlWhiting elementa
ry schools to take part in the
fifth annual Little Plover River
Appreciation Day.

Hosted by the Friends of
the Little Plover River, the
event aims to raise awareness
of the importance of protect
ing water resources. Students
spent the afternoon partici
pating in activities focused on
water conservation, fly-tying,
fishing, trout and macro inver-

tebrate viewing, water cycle
simulations and more.

"This is really just an educa
tional tool for them to learn just
how precious our water is," said
Barb Gifford, one of the event's
coordinators.

The Little Plover River is a
Class 1 cold water trout stream
and a Wisconsin "outstanding
water resource." In the sum
mers of 2005, 2006 and 2009,
stretches of the river dried up,
something that would have hap-

At the "Would you" station,
Gifford and event co-coordina
tor Barb Feltz asked a group of
students whether they would
drink glasses of water based on
looks.

Some students blindfolded
themselves and volunteered to

- smell and taste different glass
es of water. Most glasses they
spit out because they tasted like
onion, salt, coffee creamer and
other unexpected flavors.

The first glass they tasted
was onion water and repre
sented the pollutants that make
water contaminated and smell
bad. Another glass was flavored
like ice tea and represented the
iron that can get in bodies of
water. Salt water represented
the oceans.

They told the students there
is only~ percent of fresh drink
able water on the planet, and the
experiment made them realize
just how precious water is.

"I like this station because we
got to learn about the water and
that's what we're learning in sci
ence class," Roosevelt student
Maddie Brown said.


